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TubeMate supports any browser that supports
Flash. TubeMate can download video from blip.tv,
Youtube, Metacafe, vimeo and many more. For
the site owners TubeMate will also allow them to
create their own free Video Downloader.
TubeMate can help you make videos available for
your clients, families and friends. ..TubeMate is a
program that allows you to download video from
any video hosting website. It allows you to
download MP4, MOV, AVI, WMV, DIVX, XVID, MP3,
WMA, M4V and FLV files from Youtube, Metacafe,
OVGuide, Dailymotion, Vimeo and many more..
You can also download any video posted in
Facebook, Blip.tv, Dailymotion, Metacafe, Google,
etc.. ..A simple & fast video Downloader!
TubeMate is a powerful Video Downloader that
help you download video directly from an amazing
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number of video hosting site including YouTube,
Metacafe, Dailymotion, Blip.tv, Vimeo and many
more. You will also be able to download video files
from Facebook, Dailymotion, Metacafe, Blip.tv,
etc.. with just one click! TubeMate Features:
..Easy to use: With TubeMate, the downloading
process is very simple: click on the Web page
where the video you want is, and TubeMate will do
the rest (...) .. .. To run, simply open the shortcut
included with TubeMate on your desktop. ..When
you are ready to download, pick the type of
download, select the quality and the format and
TubeMate will start downloading the video for you.
.. .. There are many options to choose from
including selecting the automatic downloading
mode and the quality of the downloaded file.
..Choose from a list of preset quality settings,
upload to YouTube or save to your Downloads
folder to view later, pause video downloads or use
TubeMate to automatically download videos.. .. ..
TubeMate is designed to be reliable and fast. You
can pause or resume a video download at any
time by simply hitting the Pause/Resume button in
the toolbar. When TubeMate automatically pauses
a video download, it saves the file to your
Downloads folder for you.. ..TubeMate is a
downloader that
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With Ease Audio Recorder, your recordings are off
to a great start. The program has a sophisticated
recording system that is easy to use. You can
record your voice, speeches, and also record
audio of a meeting or conversation. It also has a
built-in editor and a wide variety of filters that can
be applied on your audio to make it sound better.
With such features, you will never have to worry
about how your recordings sound if you use the
Ease Audio Recorder. All programs come with a
free trial period. You can download the trial
version and try its features. After that, you can
purchase the license if you wish to use the
program. If you are not satisfied with the trial
version, you can only purchase the license. This is
a good application for you if you want to save a lot
of your recordings that require editing or making
them look better. The recording tool will allow you
to edit your recordings and make them sound
better. Mp3 Purchase and Installer With Ease
Audio Recorder, your recordings are off to a great
start. The program has a sophisticated recording
system that is easy to use. You can record your
voice, speeches, and also record audio of a
meeting or conversation. It also has a built-in
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editor and a wide variety of filters that can be
applied on your audio to make it sound better.
With such features, you will never have to worry
about how your recordings sound if you use the
Ease Audio Recorder. All programs come with a
free trial period. You can download the trial
version and try its features. After that, you can
purchase the license if you wish to use the
program. If you are not satisfied with the trial
version, you can only purchase the license. This is
a good application for you if you want to save a lot
of your recordings that require editing or making
them look better. The recording tool will allow you
to edit your recordings and make them sound
better. With Ease Audio Recorder, your recordings
are off to a great start. The program has a
sophisticated recording system that is easy to
use. You can record your voice, speeches, and
also record audio of a meeting or conversation. It
also has a built-in editor and a wide variety of
filters that can be applied on your audio to make
it sound better. With such features, you will never
have to worry about how your recordings sound if
you use the Ease Audio Recorder. All programs
come with a free b7e8fdf5c8
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"Downloads clips and offers them in many useful
formats" Do you want to know how to download
your favorite videos from the internet? This is
where appears. It is a freeware application that
gathers all the main video hosting sites together
and allows you to download video from youtube or
others. With the help of the Internet, TubeMate
makes it possible to have access to all kinds of
videos of any kind. You can do that either directly
from your own computer or through a portable
device such as a smartphone or tablet. Windows
TubeMate first launches itself on your computer
and requires user interaction before he can start
functioning. It is a simple and intuitive application
that can address all types of users including the
non-technical ones. Everything can be installed
without any difficulty for it integrates a standalone
video player that makes it easy to navigate
through your videos. Windows TubeMate converts
any kind of online video files to the most
compatible formats. It also has several features in
the download section to make downloading simple
and easy. If you want to keep a copy of any
videos, TubeMate also has a section for that. The
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interface is clean and simple like it's split into
three tabs each executing a different action. The
first tab and the main one is the "Downloader"
from there you can choose what to download,
what quality the video should have, the formats
and the output field. Next is the "Converter" which
lets you load up a source file and change the
format or cut unnecessary parts of it. The last one
is the "Tasks" which keeps track of any process
you start and also opens the video with its own
media player. Regarding the media player, it gets
installed along with the downloader and acts like a
backup for different formats are not supported by
Windows Media Player. URL based download to
start a process, first, you need to access it on
YouTube or another website, copy the link and
paste it in the "Video URL" field. Pick your
preferred setting, and in a matter of seconds, the
video is on your system, as a downside, after the
application is installed every video you watch will
have the pink icon acting like a watermark. This
feature can annoy some users but at the same
time it marks the eligible videos, so it's a two-way
road. In conclusion, Windows TubeMate is a handy
application that can download any video from the
most popular sites
What's New in the Windows TubeMate?
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Windows TubeMate is a smart application that lets
you snag any clip you want from the main video
hosting sites and convert them while downloading
or after that. If you need a simple and efficient
video downloading tool, you can give it a try. Easyto-use interface and extra media player The UI is
clean and simple as it's split into three tabs each
executing a separate action. The first tab and the
main one is "Downloader," from there you can
choose what to download, what quality the video
should have, the formats and the output field.
Next is "Converter" which lets you load up a
source file and change the format or cut
unnecessary parts of it. The last one is "Tasks,"
which keeps track of any process you start and
also opens the video with its own media player.
Regarding the media player, it gets installed along
with the downloader and acts like a backup for
different formats are not supported by Windows
Media Player. URL based download To start a
process, first, you need to access it on YouTube or
another website, copy the link and paste it in the
"Video URL" field. Pick your preferred setting, and
in a matter of seconds, the video is on your
system, As a downside, after the application is
installed every video you watch will have the pink
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icon acting like a watermark. This feature can
annoy some users but at the same time it marks
the eligible videos, so it a two-way road.
Furthermore, Windows TubeMate lets you pause
mid-download and preview the content in order to
assure that the files are the correct one and no
time is wasted on a mistake. In conclusion,
Windows TubeMate is a handy application that
can download any video from the most popular
sites. It's simple and intuitive operation it's a
strong point as it can address all types of users
including the non-technical ones. Description
Windows TubeMate is a smart application that lets
you snag any clip you want from the main video
hosting sites and convert them while downloading
or after that. If you need a simple and efficient
video downloading tool, you can give it a try. Easyto-use interface and extra media player The UI is
clean and simple as it's split into three tabs each
executing a separate action. The first tab and the
main one is "Downloader," from there you can
choose what to download, what quality the video
should have, the formats and the output field.
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System Requirements For Windows TubeMate:

Supported Minimum System Specifications PCI
Express x16 slot PCI Express x16 slot Windows 7
or higher 64-bit Windows 7 or higher 64-bit At
least 2GB of memory At least 2GB of memory
Hard drive space Hard drive space An internet
connection Recommended Minimum System
Specifications Windows 7 or higher 64-bit
Windows 7 or higher 64-bit At least 4GB of
memory At least 4GB of memory Hard drive space
About 1.0
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